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Digital disinformation has become an increasingly prominent topic in both public and academic debates. In 2016, the World Economic Forum identified online warfare and disinformation as one of the top ten global risks. The use of disinformation—which is distinct from misinformation in being not only false but false as part of a ‘purposeful effort to mislead, deceive, or confuse’—preoccupies western audiences. Particularly in the wake of the crisis in Ukraine that erupted in 2013–2014, the Kremlin has been accused of orchestrating disinformation campaigns against the Ukrainian government and western countries by using online trolls and state-controlled online outlets such as RT (formerly known as Russia Today), Sputnik and Life News. This has led to a wave of counter-disinformation measures in the West to combat what is seen as a threat
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to democracy, international security and stability. Yet while we know a certain amount about top-down regime tactics and strategies, we know much less about who actually spreads digital disinformation and who counters it.

Within the field of political science as well as within propaganda and security studies, disinformation campaigns are often described as ‘information warfare’, sponsored more or less directly by governments. The term refers to the strategic use of information and disinformation to achieve political and military goals. While this concept highlights the importance of ordinary citizens, it implies that information is used as a weapon and the minds of citizens are the ‘battlefield’.

One significant example of information warfare in the western debate is the Russian mainstream media’s dissemination of the Kremlin’s disputed statements about Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014. At first, the Kremlin claimed that the Russian armed forces were not conducting an operation to capture Ukrainian territory, framing the presence of armed men as an uprising led exclusively by local citizens in Crimea against the new government in Ukraine. The Russian government later withdrew this statement, acknowledging its military involvement in Crimea in support of the local rebels. At the height of the crisis, false information about what was alleged to be a purely local conflict may have helped the Kremlin create confusion as to whether Ukraine was actually at war and, if so, with whom. At the same time, it also made political or military confrontations with Russia more difficult to legitimize.

While many western scholars use the term ‘information warfare’ to describe the spread of pro-Kremlin information to western audiences, Russian public officials and academics argue that western countries are also waging information warfare against Russia. According to these Russian observers, the West seeks to destabilize Russia’s current political regime, weaken the country’s position in the international arena and spread ‘Russophobia’.

12 Tatiana Sergeevna Kovaleva, quoted in Rolf Fredheim, ‘Filtering foreign media content: how Russian news
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Both the western and the Russia-favoured conceptions of information warfare share the assumption that waves of ‘weaponized’ information are generated by the state or state-sponsored agents.13 From this perspective, civilian support for or mistrust towards governments is acknowledged, but citizens are mainly seen as targets for manipulation in large-scale online information operations. Few scholars and security practitioners have systematically explored the active role citizens actually play, as social media ‘users who are not professionally active in politics but express political opinions or comment on events’.14

This article presents a different understanding of digital (dis)information by examining the role and scale of citizen engagement in relation to state and commercial media during an international conflict.15 We have selected one of the most controversial examples of information warfare in the Ukrainian crisis: the downing of the Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 (MH17) in the Ukrainian war zone in 2014. This case is relevant for the exploration of digital disinformation during international conflicts since information about the event has generally been seen to come from sources within, or close to, governments. We focus specifically on the social media network Twitter, which differs from Facebook and the Russian social media site VKontakte (similar to Facebook) in that it centres on news sharing and has the ability to facilitate global engagement among audiences in Russia, Ukraine and the West.

To this day, different media outlets, public officials and activists are supplying the global online public with different, often contradictory, answers to the key question: who shot down flight MH17 on 18 July 2014, killing the 298 civilians on board? One of the dominant narratives, largely supported by Russian mainstream media, suggests that Ukrainian forces were responsible for shooting down the plane.16 The opposing narrative, largely supported by the Ukrainian government, citizen activists, and citizen journalist collectives such as Bellingcat, holds Russian separatists or the Russian government responsible.17 Depending on the answer to this question, the parties involved will be found either responsible or not responsible for the MH17 plane crash—and, subsequently, guilty or not guilty of promoting false information about one of the most important events in the Ukrainian crisis.

The article proceeds as follows. First, we provide brief background to the MH17 incident and the way in which the notion of information warfare has hitherto been understood. We point to the methodological limitations and empirical blind spots of this state-centric concept and propose instead to conceptualize citizens as curators of (dis)information. Then we move on to present our research design,

---

which draws on a dataset of approximately 950,000 tweets related to the MH17 event. In the third section we present our findings, using social network analysis to decipher the network of retweets and identify its core of 2,434 most engaged users. In the fourth and final section, we discuss the results of our enquiry. Our findings clearly show that citizens are not just the purveyors of government messages; they actually generate the most popular content about the MH17 event among the most engaged Twitter users. Citizens are curators of both disinformation and counter-disinformation, even in the context of state-sponsored information and state-controlled media.

**Information warfare and the case of MH17**

On 17 July 2014, four months into the war between Russian-backed separatists and the Ukrainian military, a Malaysian Airlines passenger flight (MH17) was shot down over Ukraine, killing all 298 passengers and crew members on board, including 193 Dutch, 43 Malaysian, 27 Australian, 12 Indonesian, 10 British and 13 citizens with other nationalities.18 There was a clear global consensus that the crash was a tragedy; but in the hours following the event rival explanations of its cause began to circulate on social media. Western media outlets claimed that the plane was brought down by pro-Russian separatists. The Russian government, on the other hand, claimed that the Ukrainian military had shot down the plane. The Downing of MH17 helped turn the Ukrainian crisis into an international conflict, prompting the EU and NATO to introduce tougher sanctions against Russia. Meanwhile, the Russian government maintained (and continues to maintain) that no missile had crossed from Russia into Ukraine.

In 2015, following several months of investigation, the Dutch Safety Board brought out its final report on the cause of the MH17 crash. It concluded that the plane had been shot down by a missile launched by a BUK surface-to-air system.19 In September 2016, a Dutch-led joint investigating team (JIT)—which included police and judicial authorities from Australia, Belgium, Malaysia, the Netherlands and Ukraine—presented the results of its investigation into the crash. These results were based on extensive forensic analysis, audio intersections, and more than 100 interviews with eyewitnesses and other informants. The JIT found that flight MH17 was shot down by a missile from an area controlled by pro-Russian separatist rebels. The investigation discovered that the BUK had been transported from the Russian Federation to a separatist-controlled area, and, after the downing of MH17, had been returned to Russia.20 The JIT linked the missile system to Russia’s 53rd anti-aircraft missile brigade based in Kursk in the Russian Federation.21 Subsequently,

19 Dutch Safety Board, *Crash of Malaysian Airlines*.
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Australia and the Netherlands stated that they held Russia responsible under international law. In 2018, referring to the JIT’s findings, the G7 called for Russia to ‘account for its role’ in the MH17 affair.

This article accepts the JIT’s findings as reliable and accurate. Accordingly, as will be further explained in the section on methods below, social media posts that question the JIT findings (that the plane was shot down from territory controlled by Russian separatists using Russian weapons) are seen as examples of pro-Russian disinformation. An example is the Twitter post: ‘#Ukraine MH17 may be CIA false flag and it ain’t flying Alex Jones’ Infowars: There’s a war on for your mind!’ Here, the user refers to the conspirationalist American site InfoWars, which claims that the CIA shot down the plane in order to discredit Russia, without counterbalancing the claim. For that reason, this tweet is seen to represent disinformation.

Understanding information warfare in the Ukraine crisis

The burgeoning literature on digital information warfare sees civil society as the main target of disinformation. However, in our view the role of citizens has not yet been fully explored. Most research on the online spread of pro-Kremlin information tends to focus on state agents or state-controlled agents. This tendency is particularly prevalent in work carried out in political science and security studies that explores the roles played by the military, established political decision-makers or government-controlled news media in Russia. While they may differ in approach, these studies of pro-Kremlin disinformation share the underlying assumption that the Russian government pursues its political and military goals by mobilizing support among the civilian population; and that this is achieved through disinformation and manipulation in conventional and digital media. However, few empirical studies actually examine how citizens are mobilized and what role they play.

Studies of pro-Kremlin disinformation—in the context of the increasing hostility between the West and Russia—can be grouped into three categories. One category of scholarship concentrates on strategic narratives and disinformation discourses developed by the Kremlin or state-controlled Russian media. For example, in her analysis of Russian media and the MH17 crash, Sarah Oates finds

---
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that Russian state elites have consolidated ‘information dominance’ over citizens.\(^{26}\) Studying primarily state television and its response to online information on the MH17 event, Oates concludes that the Russian state has effectively ‘rewired’ its propaganda to take account of the global information flows and domestic online content. While Oates’s tracing of the strategic narrative is very compelling, she examines only the way in which particular ideas are projected, primarily on state television; she does not look into who actually spreads them online.

The second category of scholarship analyses the specific techniques used by the Russian regime to spread disinformation online—including trolls, bots, influence campaigns, hacking and smear campaigns, and fake news.\(^{27}\) Here, scholars have emphasized the continuation of Cold War propaganda strategies. As Sanovich puts it, ‘the ability of Russian propaganda to infiltrate dark corners of social media platforms—from the alt-right subreddits to the far-left Twitter threads—with self-serving narratives should not be surprising: this is Russian modus operandi in more traditional media too’.\(^{28}\) While these studies recognize the important role of civilian support, they tend to conceptualize civil society in passive terms, and see social media as a fertile ground for state-controlled flows of information.

The third category of scholarship focuses specifically on the use of disinformation in the conflict over Ukraine and the Russian annexation of Crimea. These studies interpret the online battle in military and strategic terms, as a conflict driven by state agents in ‘hybrid warfare’—that is, the combination of conventional deterrence using guerrilla tactics and information warfare.\(^{29}\) In such conceptualizations, the civilian population is crucial, but it is still understood as something that can be easily manipulated. For example, in Alexander Lanoszka’s convincing analysis of hybrid warfare, Ukraine is described as having a ‘weak civil society’ with many cleavages where distrust can be exploited by the belligerents.\(^{30}\)

Other scholars have argued that studies of the online struggle over Ukraine should give more prominence to the online activity of ordinary citizens.\(^{31}\) As Mejias and Vokuev explain, citizens use social media to generate, consume or distribute false information, contributing to a new order ‘where disinformation acquires a certain authority’.\(^{32}\) Yet Mejias and Vokuev offer limited evidence on who these citizens are, and how they relate to state elites or media. In another inter-

\(^{26}\) Oates, ‘Russian media’, p. 399.


\(^{30}\) Lanoszka, ‘Russian hybrid warfare’, see also Sten Rynning, ‘The false promise of continental concert: Russia, the West and the necessary balance of power’, International Affairs 91: 3, May 2015, pp. 539–52.


\(^{32}\) See e.g. Khaldarova and Pantti, ‘Fake news’.

testing study, Toal and O’Loughlin examine the effects on citizens of exposure to television, specifically how it influences their opinion of who is responsible for the crash of flight MH17. But they do not analyse online debates.34

Citizen engagement with pro-Kremlin online disinformation, then, remains relatively uncharted territory. This leaves a number of questions open, including which profiles are most active in propagating disinformation online.

**Conceptualizing citizen curators**

Social media challenges the control that traditional media previously had over the production and dissemination of news. The digital age facilitates user-generated content and visibility as citizens actively search for, and produce, new information in an environment characterized by growing distrust of professional journalism and established authorities. This development has challenged the information gatekeeping role of professional media, and has enabled citizens, social movements, voluntary groups and citizen journalist collectives to move from being passive audiences to active curators of information.

‘Curation’ is the term that has come to be used to describe the way organizations and individuals behave online on a range of digital platforms from Wikipedia to Instagram. Curation was traditionally linked to the care and preservation of artefacts in museums or galleries. But a curator is now seen as someone who ‘adds cultural value to artefacts when drawing individual items together into a collection, interpreting their relevance to a theme [and] then re-representing them through a story or visuals’.35 On social media, curation involves producing, selecting and spreading information online.36 So on Twitter, a tweet or a retweet can be seen an act of information curation. In the case of MH17, curation is about actively shaping competing narratives about why the plane crashed.

However, just as the museum and art worlds are stratified into hierarchies,37 so online curators differ in their influence. Social media sites are not egalitarian platforms where attention is distributed equally among users; these sites are embedded in pre-existing inequality structures, which explains why the most popular users in the entire Twitter sphere are primarily celebrities from the entertainment industry, established political figures or large news corporations.38 States and corporations have the economic resources to promote content as well as engage professional staff to manage their accounts. Such resources are less accessible to ordinary citizens. Consequently, the struggle for visibility takes place in a network where some curators are more capable of shaping the public debate than others.


By using the concept of curation, we are not suggesting that citizens are isolated from discourses propagated by governments and mainstream media. Moreover, the fact that citizens curate information originally produced by governments or government-sponsored agents—while also generating their own content—is in line with previous studies of information warfare. However, some citizens may have interpreted the MH17 crash in accordance with the Kremlin’s narrative (or with the findings of the JIT) without ever being directly exposed to, or manipulated by, news sources loyal to the Kremlin (or to the JIT). Indeed, many of the most prolific disseminators of disinformation use sophisticated arguments that they construct—or partly construct—themselves. Yet so far we have had limited insight into how, and to what extent, citizens actively shape the stream of information through curation.

Methods and data

To understand the interrelations between state, citizens and media in the spread of disinformation, we have drawn on social network analysis. In recent years, social network analysis has become more central to International Relations and security studies. It has been used to analyse terrorist networks and gang-related crime, and it has been applied to social media data on foreign policy issues. To our knowledge, social network analysis has not yet been applied in scholarly analyses of pro-Kremlin digital disinformation. One of the merits of social network analysis is that it is deeply data-driven. There are few theoretical assumptions other than the ideas that people relate to each other, and that the structure and strength of these relations matter. One of the most important ways in which people relate to each other is by sharing information. For this reason, we believe social network analysis is particularly suitable for a study of the curation of digital disinformation.

As noted above, we have chosen to focus on Twitter as it remains one of the most important sites for global debates on ‘truths’ in international conflicts. Moreover, the debate on Twitter is embedded in narratives propagated by governments and mainstream media. In addition, it is possible to gather a large and representative sample of tweets (unlike Facebook data, which are generally not so readily accessible).

Our data consist of tweets starting from the day of the crash on 17 July 2014 and ending on 9 December 2016. The dataset was collected using ‘Gardenhose’, a tool for downloading the platform’s public data and as such a part of Twitter’s own application programming interface (API). This approach generated a random sample of 10 per cent of all the tweets within the specified period that contained one or more keywords related to MH17 (in total 941,028 tweets). Specifically, we searched for at least one keyword or hashtag in the tweet or profile name that


40 We thank Professor Alan Mislove, Northeastern University, for access to MH17 tweets based on the Twitter Gardenhose feed.
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related to MH17: MH17, MH17 (with Cyrillic letters), Malazijskij [and] Boeing (in Russian), #MH17, #Pray4MH17, #PrayforMH17. The hashtags and keywords were selected to make sure they clearly related to the crash of MH17 (and not the Ukraine crisis as such), and that they were neither pro-Ukrainian nor pro-Russian.

To identify which users had the greatest impact, we analysed a network of retweets, where ‘nodes’ represent users and ‘edges’ (i.e. connections) represent retweets. We established the connection between two profiles by linking the Twitter handle name of the retweeted user with the handle name of the one who was being retweeted. 41 By making the network directional, we were able to analyse the direction of the retweets, i.e. from whom to whom the particular tweet had travelled.

We relied on the metric of ‘in-degree’, ‘out-degree’ and ‘betweenness’ centrality to analyse this directional network. The user’s out-degree centrality score represents the number of profiles that she has retweeted in the network. Users with high out-degree centrality are active in retweeting many different profiles. They play a crucial role in disseminating and amplifying already existing tweets. In-degree centrality refers to the number of accounts that have retweeted the user in question. Users with high in-degree centrality have a high ‘impact’ at the core of the network. In this case, impact refers to the ability to generate content that is retweeted throughout the network by many users. Accounts that have both high in-degree and low out-degree centrality generate popular content that is retweeted by many users, even though they themselves rarely retweet others. They are the most central curators of information. Normalized betweenness centrality, ranging from 0 to 1, indicates the extent to which the respective users are in ‘between’ other users in the network. Users with high betweenness centrality play an important bridging role, because they often comprise the shortest path from one user to another in the network of information. 42

Identifying the most engaged information curators

To identify which Twitter users are most engaged in the debate over the crash of flight MH17, we have used Stephen Seidman’s k-core method, which helped us to focus the analysis on the smaller, most engaged subset of the network. 43 The k-core has been found to be the best measure for identifying the top-performing information spreaders on social media. 44 In a network such as Twitter, the centrality of a profile is a quantitative measure of how important the given profile is. A k-core is a maximal subset of the network where all nodes are connected to at least ‘k’ number of other nodes: so ‘k’ can be any whole number. In this case, two nodes are defined as ‘connected’ if one user retweets the other. We limited our analysis

---

41 Few users change their handle names, so that they are represented with multiple nodes in the retweet network. This issue occurs rarely. Of the 450,605 profiles in the entire dataset with user IDs known to us, 4,173 have multiple handle names. This is equivalent to only 0.92 per cent. We limit the analysis to links between the users who retweet and the original sources of the tweets, leaving out the intermediary retweeters.

42 The formal description of the normalized betweenness score used in this study is available in the igraph package documentation: http://igraph.org/r/doc/betweenness.html.


to the core of the network by setting $k$ equal to 10. In the following, we will simply refer to it as the $k$-10 core. In other words, the users in the $k$-10 core have themselves retweeted—or have been retweeted by—at least 10 other users. The entire network consists of 364,773 users (nodes) with 511,127 retweets (edges), and the $k$-10 core of the network comprises 2,434 profiles with 47,229 retweets.

Due to the relatively high retweet threshold ($k=10$), the delimited subset of users differs from the entire Twitter network. The core consists of both high-impact users who generate popular content and those who are highly active in disseminating tweets from other accounts. Each member of the group is therefore both more engaged in the public debate than the average Twitter user and more connected to other highly engaged users. The $k$-10 core is dominated by the use of English to an even greater extent than the entire retweet network. We define a user as belonging to a specific language group if at least 75 per cent of all original tweets posted by her are in the language. By this standard, 66.9 per cent of all users in the $k$-10 core are part of the English-speaking group (compared to 50.8 per cent in the entire retweet network). Among the top five languages in the network core, English-speaking users are the most prevalent (66.9 per cent), followed by Russian- (13.2 per cent), Dutch- (9.7 per cent), German- (1.4 per cent) and Indonesian-speaking users (0.5 per cent). Our analysis is limited to the highly engaged and cohesive subset of users who are at the core of the predominantly English-speaking debate on the MH17 crash.

Results

In this section, we start by examining the polarization of the MH17 debate in the entire network. We then move on to analyse which type of profile (state, professional media, civil society group or citizen) is most influential in the cohesive core of the network, and what role they play when it comes to spreading different narratives about the MH17 crash.

Polarization and the representation of MH17

To map the information struggle over the MH17 plane crash, we analysed the content of the tweets, how they relate to one another and who spreads them. We randomly sampled 10,000 tweets in English out of the 513,715 English tweets and retweets in the entire corpus. We limited our content analysis to English for pragmatic reasons—simply because it is the dominant language in the entire network as well as in the $k$-10 core. The tweet texts were manually coded using the following descriptors:

(1) a pro-Ukrainian frame, where the Russian Federation or pro-Russian separatists in Ukraine are explicitly or implicitly portrayed as responsible for the crash (10.3 per cent), for example:

Video - Missile that downed MH17 ‘was brought in from Russia’ @peterlane5news

RT @mashable: Ukraine: Audio recordings show pro-Russian rebels tried to hide #MH17 black boxes
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(2) a pro-Russian frame, where Ukrainian authorities, NATO or EU countries are explicitly or implicitly blamed for shooting down the plane (5.5 per cent), for example:

Detailed analysis: MH17 shot down by Ukrainian SU-25 cannon fire and air-to-air missile Why the USA and Ukraine, NOT Russia, were probably behind the shooting down of flight #MH17

(3) a neutral frame, where neither Ukraine nor Russia or any others are blamed for shooting down the plane (84.2 per cent), for example:

#PrayForMH17 :( RT @deserto_fox: Russian terrorist stole wedding ring from dead passenger #MH17

Since this article finds the investigations of the Dutch Safety Board and the JIT to be reliable, we refer to tweets as ‘pro-Russian disinformation’ in cases where the narrative deflects the blame away from the Kremlin by denying its involvement in the incident and instead blames Ukraine or the West. It is important to note that users spreading pro-Kremlin disinformation about the MH17 crash cannot automatically be assumed to favour the Russian government; they may be critical towards the Kremlin when it comes to other issues or events. Furthermore, curators who spread pro-Russian tweets may not be intentionally misleading, since these users may be fully convinced of the truthfulness of the stories they are retweeting. The real motivation of each user remains unknown to us. Structurally, however, these tweets become part of a larger disinformation campaign, supported by Russian media loyal to the government and by Kremlin officials presumably aware of a situation that involves Russian armed forces. Willingly or unwillingly, Twitter users become part of this campaign by spreading disinformation. The same structural issue holds for users who spread pro-Ukrainian narratives.

Four coders were responsible for the coding, among them two of the authors. Prior to coding, coders went through a training phase where they could discuss and resolve conflicting interpretation of tweets. Because the randomly sampled, coded tweets appear in the total corpus multiple times (as duplicates and retweets), our final coded corpus consisted of 128,423 tweets, of which 10,000 were coded as ‘pro-Ukrainian’ and 3,442 were coded as ‘pro-Russian’. By transferring these codes from the entire dataset to the limited subset, we were able to categorize 10 per cent of the retweets in the k-10 core. The connection between two users was labelled either pro-Russian or pro-Ukrainian if at least one of the retweets connecting the two contained the relevant framing. Four coders were responsible for the coding, among them two of the authors. Prior to coding, coders went through a training phase where they could discuss and resolve conflicting interpretation of tweets. Because the randomly sampled, coded tweets appear in the total corpus multiple times (as duplicates and retweets), our final coded corpus consisted of 128,423 tweets, of which 10,000 were coded as ‘pro-Ukrainian’ and 3,442 were coded as ‘pro-Russian’. By transferring these codes from the entire dataset to the limited subset, we were able to categorize 10 per cent of the retweets in the k-10 core. The connection between two users was labelled either pro-Russian or pro-Ukrainian if at least one of the retweets connecting the two contained the relevant framing. The same structural issue holds for users who spread pro-Ukrainian narratives.

Since this article finds the investigations of the Dutch Safety Board and the JIT to be reliable, we refer to tweets as ‘pro-Russian disinformation’ in cases where the narrative deflects the blame away from the Kremlin by denying its involvement in the incident and instead blames Ukraine or the West. It is important to note that users spreading pro-Kremlin disinformation about the MH17 crash cannot automatically be assumed to favour the Russian government; they may be critical towards the Kremlin when it comes to other issues or events. Furthermore, curators who spread pro-Russian tweets may not be intentionally misleading, since these users may be fully convinced of the truthfulness of the stories they are retweeting. The real motivation of each user remains unknown to us. Structurally, however, these tweets become part of a larger disinformation campaign, supported by Russian media loyal to the government and by Kremlin officials presumably aware of a situation that involves Russian armed forces. Willingly or unwillingly, Twitter users become part of this campaign by spreading disinformation. The same structural issue holds for users who spread pro-Ukrainian narratives.

Figure 1 illustrates the results of our analysis. It clearly reflects a polarization of the MH17 network into two opposing clusters. In the k-10 core (counting 2,434 members), the pro-Russian disinformation frames (black) are concentrated in the cluster to the right, where the users with highest in-degree centrality predominantly blame Ukraine or the West for the deaths of civilians in the MH17 crash. The pro-Ukrainian counter-disinfor-

45 We saw no instances of two users being connected simultaneously by ‘pro-Ukrainian’ and ‘pro-Russian’ retweets.
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information frames (grey)—representing users who blame Russia or Russian separatists for the downing of the flight—are concentrated on the opposite side. Both disinformation and counter-disinformation are concentrated in their respective opposing poles, with relatively few direct links between them.

**Figure 1:** K-10 core retweet network: disinformation (black) and counter-disinformation (grey)

Note: Nodes represent profiles. A connection between two nodes is established if one profile has retweeted the other profile at least once. Connection weight reflects number of retweets. The graph includes only those connections where the retweets have been annotated as either ‘pro-Ukrainian’ (grey) or ‘pro-Russian’ (black). Node and profile name size reflect impact (in degree). The metric is computed using all 47,229 retweets and is therefore not limited to manually annotated English tweets. The full profile names do not reflect real names. For instance, ‘Vladimir Putin’ is a ‘pro-Ukrainian’ troll account under the handle name @DarthPutinKGB.

Which users are most influential?

We then moved on to examine which type of profile was most influential in the network. To do so, the 2,434 profiles in the cohesive core had to be manually coded by two coders into the subcategories of ‘state’, ‘civil society’ and ‘media’. Our coding was based on the profiles’ self-description, reflecting how the users choose to portray themselves online. Some users might describe themselves as ‘journalists’ even if they have not been formally educated as such and are not employed by any media entity in this function. Going by Twitter names, current ‘avatars’ and the self-descriptions of the profiles, the following codes were used to identify the profiles with these results:

1. **state institutions** (1.6 per cent): governmental or intergovernmental institutions
2. **public officials** (1.2 per cent): ministers, governmental advisers, and public officials working in intergovernmental institutions
3. **politicians** (0.6 per cent): members of, or candidates for, national/local parliaments, and politicians in international or supranational bodies

The coding process is fully described in the codebook for manual annotation available on our project website: https://disinfo.ku.dk/.
commercial and state media (6.6 per cent): commercial or state-owned newspapers, radio stations, TV channels or news websites

journalists (6.2 per cent): journalists, editors, correspondents, columnists, etc. (excludes profiles who describe themselves as ‘citizen journalists’ as well as bloggers and journalists working for non-profit volunteer news sites)

civil society groups (2.5 per cent): NGOs, grassroots organizations, social movements, non-profit research centres, non-profit volunteer news sites, and citizen journalist groups

citizens (74.4 per cent): individual users who are not journalists, politicians or public officials (includes users whose profiles lack self-description)

other (1.1 per cent): profiles that fall outside any of the categories listed above (e.g. universities, think-tanks and political parties)

removed from Twitter (5.8 per cent): profiles no longer available on the platform.

On both the disinformation and the counter-disinformation sides, we found many citizen and civil society group profiles. To further ensure that the citizen profiles we identified were not bots, we used the Botometer API. The Botometer tool assigns a score between 0 and 1 to a user profile reflecting the likelihood that the profile is a bot. The score is calculated on the basis of a wide range of parameters, including information about the network, tweet content and activity patterns. Only 2 per cent of these citizen profiles in the k-10 core had a bot score higher than 0.6. While the Botometer’s predictions are far from perfect, the bot score distribution on the k-10 core suggested that a majority of the users classified as ‘citizens’ were indeed likely to be humans. What we found more difficult to determine was whether the citizen accounts were covertly managed by government agents to manipulate the public. However, in 2017 Twitter provided the US Congress with a list of 2,752 human-controlled Twitter profiles linked to Russia’s Internet Research Agency (IRA), popularly known as the ‘Russian Troll Farm’. Interestingly, none of these trolls appeared in the k-10 core. Although it is impossible to determine with complete certainty, we found no indication that any of the citizen profiles in our sample were managed by the IRA.

Media profiles, including media outlets and individual journalists, represented 13 per cent of the users in the k-10 core. The media cluster appeared to be divided into two opposing poles: a group of western media, dominated by a pro-Ukrainian framing of the crash, on the one hand, and the pro-Russian RT on the other hand. As reflected in table 1, commercial and state media in the k-10 core tend not to pass on information by retweeting other users.

---

47 See the Botometer website: https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/#1.
49 Only 8.8 per cent of citizen profiles have a bot score of above 0.5. The low proportion could be caused by Twitter systematically removing bots. We can only categorize a profile if it has not been removed during the manual coding. Many of the removed accounts may have been bots. The removed profiles do not play a central role in the network.
50 The US Congress has publicized the IRA list: see https://democrats-intelligence.house.gov/uploadedfiles/exhibit_b.pdf.
ists may play a bridging role in the network as indicated by their high betweenness score, offering a potential flow of information between the two opposing poles of disinformation and counter-disinformation. However, further research is needed to conclusively establish the role of individual journalists as bridges between opposing views on MH17.

Table 1: Profile type ranked by normalized betweenness centrality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile type</th>
<th>No. of profiles</th>
<th>In-degree mean</th>
<th>Out-degree mean</th>
<th>Betweenness mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civil society groups</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.00145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0.00074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>1,811</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>0.00073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public officials</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.00058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed from Twitter</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.00042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial/state media</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.00023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State institutions</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.00014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.00014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>2,434</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>0.00068</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The metrics are based on all 47,229 retweets in the k-10 core – including non-English retweets that have not been included in the content analysis.

Citizens and informational impact

Interestingly, citizens as a combined group have the highest impact when it comes to generating popular content in the core of the retweet network. Out of the total 47,229 retweets that connect the k-10 core group, 27,195 are retweets of posts that have been uploaded by citizens. This is illustrated in figure 2. As a group, citizens are 4.3 times more likely to be retweeted than commercial and state media profiles.

While a citizen profile is retweeted by only 9.6 users (on average)—compared to 32.4 for journalist profiles—citizens have the highest impact of any group. The highly central role of citizens and civil society in the network core cannot be attributed to the large number of citizens alone. The central role of citizens is surprisingly high even when the overall number of citizens is taken into account. Figure 3 provides an overview of the top 50 profiles with the highest in-degree scores—i.e. the number of users who have retweeted the relevant profile in the k-10 core and in the entire retweet network as such. Of the top 50 profiles in the k-10 core, 31 portray themselves as ‘civil society’ accounts, including 6 ‘civil society groups’ and 25 ‘individual citizens’. If the sheer number of citizens alone drove the centrality of citizen and civil society accounts, we would see the same pattern in the entire retweet network, where the proportion of citizen profiles is likely to be even higher than in the core. Yet, surprisingly, when we looked at the entire network, we saw that the number of citizen profiles in the list of the 50
Figure 2: Number of times a profile type has been retweeted in the k-10 core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile type</th>
<th>No. of times retweeted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citizens</td>
<td>27,195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and state media</td>
<td>6,390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journalists</td>
<td>5,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil society groups</td>
<td>2,932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed from Twitter</td>
<td>1,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State institutions</td>
<td>1,038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public officials</td>
<td>1,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Politicians</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The numbers include all 47,229 retweets in the k-10 core—including non-English retweets that have not been included in the content analysis.

Figure 3: Top 50 profiles in the k-10 core and the whole retweet network (ranked by in-degree centrality)

Note: In this figure, 'citizens' refers to both individual citizen accounts and civil society group accounts. 'Commercial and state media' includes group accounts as well as individual journalists.
most central users had dropped from 25 to 10, whereas the number of commercial and state media profiles had increased from 7 to 23.

This suggests that citizens are a central source of information at the core of the online debate about MH17, where many highly engaged users interact with each other. Established media profiles, on the other hand, are more dominant outside the network core—on the periphery of the full network. Media profiles have a stronger reach among the more isolated and less active profiles, who are connected to only a few other users.

This finding leads us to the question of which profiles are the most significant in spreading disinformation and counter-disinformation. We analysed the disinformation network (the network based only on tweets coded as pro-Russian) and the counter-disinformation network (the network based only on tweets coded as pro-Ukrainian) separately. Not surprisingly, we found RT to be the most important profile among the top 50 profiles (the profiles with the highest in-degree scores) in the disinformation network—when all non-disinformation tweets were filtered out. Interestingly, however, 39 out of the 50 most central profiles in the disinformation network were citizens. Apart from the citizens’ profiles, the top 50 profiles included three commercial and state media profiles (RT, Sputnik and Ruptly); six journalist profiles; and two profiles that had been removed from Twitter at the time of coding. This suggests that individual citizens are much more central as sources of disinformation stories than we would expect to be the case from the literature on information warfare. Thus, civil society is not just a target for information warfare, but appears as the most central producer of disinformation—even in a social media network like Twitter, biased towards established media. Of course, users might still have been manipulated prior to tweeting disinformation; even so, while civil society might be ‘weak’, our study clearly shows that citizens are very active in the online debate, and create many of the most popular tweets themselves.

When we looked at which profiles were most active in spreading counter-disinformation (i.e. information that supports the findings of the JIT), we found that citizens also play an important role (19 out of the top 50 profiles). This means that citizens are not only the most central profiles when it comes to spreading disinformation; they play an equally important role when it comes to countering disinformation. The most important profile in the counter-disinformation network is the journalistic civil society group ‘Ukraine Reporter’. This is followed by the individual account of Eliot Higgins, the founder of the citizen journalist group Bellingcat, together with that group’s own account, @bellingcat. Among the top 50 profiles in the counter-disinformation network are 19 citizen profiles; 11 journalist profiles; 10 commercial and state media profiles; 6 civil society group profiles; and 4 public official / state institution profiles. This leads us to conclude that citizens dominate the core of the online debate over the MH17 crash.
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Our analysis shows that neither disinformation nor counter-disinformation is as strongly state-driven as is often assumed in the case of the Ukraine conflict. Our analysis also points to the grey zones between citizen comments and journalism, as well as to the methodological problem of labelling different profiles over time. For example, the second most retweeted pro-Kremlin profile (after RT) belongs to Graham W. Phillips, a British self-styled journalist who travels around eastern Ukraine and Russia. Phillips was employed part-time by RT until 2014, and from 2014 to 2015 by Zvezda,51 but he operates as an individual. Nevertheless, we have chosen to label him a journalist, to ensure that we do not overestimate the number of citizens.52 Interestingly, the most retweeted profile in the entire dataset is Eliot Higgins, a central member of the Bellingcat citizen journalist group that conducts open-source investigations on social media. Over time, Bellingcat has become professionalized, but it started out as a small civil society group. Drawing on Google satellite imagery and geo-tagged photographs, Higgins’s tweets have become a key source of information in the public debate about what happened to flight MH17 and have helped official investigations into the downing of MH17. According to Higgins, this would not have been possible without ‘social media posts from local citizens in Eastern Ukraine and the Russian border region with Ukraine’.53

Both Higgins and Phillips, operating on two different sides of the Twitter sphere, are representatives of the quasi-professional role that some individuals assume in the battle for truth about the MH17 crash. They also illustrate that in the case of the MH17 incident both disinformation and counter-disinformation are, to a large degree, carried out not only by professional journalists and governments, but also by individuals. To reduce these profiles to passive purveyors of state interests would be to ignore the fact that they produce and curate the most influential pieces of information about the incident, whether this information is false or not.

Our findings resonate with, and add greater nuance to, research within communications and media studies on digital misinformation. For several years, media scholars have explored the way citizens make editorial judgements on social media, concluding that social media websites and blogs, which allow for the bypassing of traditional gatekeepers, contribute to the dissemination of misinformation.54 Yet, as we have shown here, citizens are as active in correcting disinformation online as they are in spreading disinformation.

51 A channel owned by the Russian Ministry of Defence.
The data do not offer a decisive answer to the question *why* citizens play such an important role in spreading disinformation and countering it at the core of the MH17 network. Staying with the concept of curation, the distinct credibility attaching to citizens may be the driving mechanism. Historically, intelligence services and propaganda institutions have posed as ordinary citizens to assume a credibility that they lack in their own roles. Moreover, credibility is becoming an increasingly scarce commodity for governments around the world. According to Pew Research, levels of trust in the government are declining in the United States. Gallup polls also indicate that trust in mass media among Americans has been trending downwards during the last two decades, reaching a historical low in 2016, when only 32 per cent of respondents replied that they had ‘a great deal’ or ‘a fair amount’ of trust in the mass media. Seen from this perspective, the lack of trust in government institutions and mass media organizations may strengthen civil society actors as an alternative source of information. During international conflicts, when national media and governments from competing countries seek to weaken each other’s credibility, we would expect online audiences to contest not only competing ‘truths’ about political or military events, but also the credibility of well-known civil society actors, including their relation to the less credible government and media institutions. And indeed, there are many instances in the MH17 case where key civil society actors accuse each other of being funded by government institutions such as the CIA or the Kremlin.

Why do citizens curate information in ways that amplify or counter pro-Kremlin disinformation? There are many possible reasons why ordinary citizens may engage in spreading false news. For instance, Vosoughi and colleagues argue that false news spreads faster and more broadly on Twitter because it appears more novel and enticing than true news. While we cannot compare our results directly to this study owing to differences in research design, the argument resonates with the MH17 case, where many of the tweets are hyper-sensational. Some of the pro-Kremlin tweets claim that the CIA set up the crash to delegitimize Russia; that the flight was shot down by Ukrainian Nazis; or that the flight was filled with corpses before take-off in Amsterdam. However, the sensational character of these stories does not itself explain why some individuals engage in spreading false news and others actively counter the stories.

One of the main driving factors behind citizen engagement in (dis)information on the MH17 incident could be users’ political alignment. A growing body of literature suggests that people are more likely to believe or engage with information that aligns with their political views. For instance, one study found that false news spreads faster and more broadly on Twitter because it appears more novel and enticing than true news. While we cannot compare our results directly to this study owing to differences in research design, the argument resonates with the MH17 case, where many of the tweets are hyper-sensational. Some of the pro-Kremlin tweets claim that the CIA set up the crash to delegitimize Russia; that the flight was shot down by Ukrainian Nazis; or that the flight was filled with corpses before take-off in Amsterdam. However, the sensational character of these stories does not itself explain why some individuals engage in spreading false news and others actively counter the stories.

One of the main driving factors behind citizen engagement in (dis)information on the MH17 incident could be users’ political alignment. A growing body of literature suggests that people are more likely to believe or engage with informa-
tion that aligns with their pre-existing knowledge, experience or political views, a mechanism described as politically motivated ‘selective exposure’.\(^\text{59}\) The term refers to a well-documented phenomenon, namely that individuals often tend to expose themselves to information sources that match their own political views more than to politically discordant sources.\(^\text{60}\) Accordingly, we would expect highly conservative users—e.g. those with anti-globalist or anti-EU convictions—to be more engaged in producing and disseminating (false and true) pro-Russian content, because the Kremlin is ideologically aligned with these users, promoting itself as a challenge to global elites and the EU. In contrast, the Ukrainian government brands its country as an aspiring progressive nation set on a course towards joining the EU. Similarly, users with political views that are discordant with the Kremlin’s brand of conservatism and anti-globalism may be more likely to spread (true or false) information that contests the Kremlin’s legitimacy. These expectations need to be tested empirically by future studies.

**Conclusion**

Information warfare is not what it used to be. In the age of social media, individual citizens can be more influential than states and professional mass media in spreading information. Analysing the opposing ‘truths’ about who was responsible for shooting down flight MH17 over Ukraine in 2014, we have explored which Twitter profiles were most active in spreading (dis)information about the crash. While it is not surprising that many citizens are highly engaged on Twitter, we show that individual citizens are the most influential curators on Twitter in the polarized debate over MH17, in spreading both disinformation and counter-disinformation among the most engaged users.

Even during international conflicts such as the one in Ukraine, where regime-controlled media and information campaigns compete over particular narratives, a citizen profile is 4.3 times more likely to be retweeted than a commercial and state media profile. Of the top 50 most central accounts, 31 belong to either individual citizens or civil society groups. A proportion of the tweets posted by citizens contain links to external sources that propagate the Kremlin’s or western governments’ opposing portrayals of reality. By retweeting these narratives, ordinary citizens actively help produce, select and edit the vast stream of contradicting narratives. Importantly, this pattern is limited to the network core of users who are most engaged in the discussion of MH17. Established media maintain a dominant role at the periphery of the retweet network—among individuals who are more isolated and less engaged in the debate.


If the concept of ‘information warfare’ is not fully adequate in the case of the MH17 crash and the conflict in Ukraine, we need to adopt new approaches. Any meaningful attempt to fight digital disinformation will need to engage citizens and civil society groups, not just by raising awareness, but by mobilizing them—acknowledging that they are now *curators* of information. Moreover, to explore how truths about international conflicts are fought over in the digital age, it is not enough to analyse particular narratives. It is crucial to analyse the entire online conversation, using methods such as social network analysis. By turning our attention to not just *what* is said, but also to *how* information flows and *who* spreads it, we can begin to understand how digital disinformation—and attempts to counter it—succeed. Such understanding will ultimately allow us to identify the most influential agenda-setters.